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Alexandria, VA - The theme of inclusion in the geosciences is sweeping through the community, and geoscience instructors and 

field trip leaders are learning how to make accommodations to individuals with different barriers to being in the field. In the 

September issue, EARTH Magazine reports how in 2014, at the annual meeting of the Geological Society of America, a couple of 

researchers put on the first fully accessible field trip, and it was a success!

Following the Sea-to-Sky highway in British Columbia, faculty and students on the trip learned that "many barriers common in 

geoscience instruction can be overcome by focusing on students' abilities, rather than on their inabilities or challenges, thus 

creating a rewarding community of learning for all students," wrote authors Christopher Atchison of the University of Cincinnati 

and Brett Gilley of the University of British Columbia.

Explore a rewarding story about what it means to go into the field and how embracing inclusion can foster a rewarding experience 

for all, and learn tips for planning your own accessible field experience in EARTH Magazine: http://bit.ly/1Jg8YPV.

The September issue of EARTH Magazine is filled with unique stories on the study of the planet Earth, including: using fossils 

from Nova Scotia to start closing Romer's Gap in the tetrapod fossil record, a new study looking at the role sea-level rise may play 

on atoll communities, and a visit down under to Australia's Whitsunday Islands, and much more.

### 

Keep up to date with the latest happenings in Earth, energy and environment news with EARTH magazine online at: 

http://www.earthmagazine.org/. Published by the American Geosciences Institute, EARTH is your source for the science behind 

the headlines.

###

The American Geosciences Institute is a nonprofit federation of geoscientific and professional associations that represents more 

than 250,000 geologists, geophysicists and other earth scientists. Founded in 1948, AGI provides information services to 

geoscientists, serves as a voice of shared interests in the profession, plays a major role in strengthening geoscience education, and 

strives to increase public awareness of the vital role the geosciences play in society's use of resources, resiliency to natural 

hazards, and interaction with the environment.
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